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Oceanic Limestone Mountains from Water 

Mountains Aren't Going Up At All 
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Basalt Origin: Not Lava Flows 
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Columnar Rock from Water: Puna Ridge Subaqueous Columns, Potato Starch Column Experiment 
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More Subaqueous Column Formation: Utah, Ireland, etc. 

Lava Doesn't Cool to Form These Columns 
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Endobiosphere Microbes & Deep Water Smokers 

Mineral Color from Microbes 

White Sants Gypsum Hyprethermal, Not Erosion 

Microbes in Water, Not Acids, Create Caves 
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Note: It’s interesting how even water can look like a liquid mountain, as in this picture, consider each wave as a 

mountain. Mountain formations involved lots of water. Try using mud and a garden hose, you can make all the 

formations you see in nature.  

And if it was local rather than worldwide, why didn’t God just tell Noah to move? 

Earth was baptized by immersion, the whole thing. That’s how baptism works.  
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 If all of it  the water vapor in the atmosphere  a ruptly fell

as rain, the  ,    cu ic miles of water would cover the earth

with  arely an inch   i     p  
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It’s still here in the oceans, and under the continents   

The restored axial spin increased the centrifugal forces acting on the Earth’s thin crustal plate,  ringing the crust 

back up, allowing the waters to recede.  
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When the Earth s                         

                            , water       

                 as shown in the diagram on

the right 

 apid movement of                   

                    ,       as it      

                                    ,

flooding Earth 

 ecause so much water resides in the

lower crust,                         occur

                                       for the

universal flood to occur 
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We can t explain what we see in geology  ased on a slow

continuous uniform theory  North  merica flooded, everywhere

else would have too 
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 emem er: Mountains aren’t rising  Maps show horizontal continental drift,  ut NO vertical change, & no 

submerged continents! 
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 olomite is a limestone

from the ocean 

There s no evidence of

these mountains

gradually rising 

They were covered in

water 
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 o what triggered this

 deviation in

uniformitarianism  
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The large  oulders  which include               and co  les as are formed in water  on flat plain are direct

evidence of floodwaters passing  From space this looks like a large floodplain  It was said that this Martian flood

was so  ig it would make the com ined stream flows of the Mississippi,  mazon, and Nile rivers to look like a

trickle, and could have filled the Mediterranean  ea overnight   o why isn t flooding as o vious everywhere on

earth                                                                                                

         some of the Earth s own Flood evidences 

  ow could the water have disappeared so fast                  May e some was lost for good when it

evaporated and rose high in the atmosphere, where radiation split it into atoms that escaped to space   ome of it

remains on Mars, frozen at the poles   nd much may  e                  , possi ly                  

 eneath the dust  Note    q

  erhaps the layers in the  urveyor images represent the only record of the erosion of landscapes long gone

 ecause the                                                         raters the size of Washington,      ,

were completely filled and then exhumed,  saysEdgett    n elieva le amounts of material were            

                                 Note    s p  

 s we see, the waters covering Mars which resulted in the erosion floodplains we see today aren t thereanymore,

and are perhaps frozen  elow the dust 
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 The theory that  ritain  ecame an island during a             

                                                       was

first proposed in the     s  The new study       , outlined in the

scientific  ournal Nature, used high  higher  resolution sonar data that

were previously unavaila le to produce three  dimensional, high  

quality imagery of the region   Note    t

  The first was pro a ly                                   

                                  ,  said  an eev Gupta, a geologist

at Imperial  ollege  ondon and co  author of the study    ut that s a

conservative estimate  it could have  een               Note    u

  e explained                                                      

                                                                

                                   The valley                   

                                                        ,  he said,

explaining that                                          can

account for such  edrock scouring features  Note    u
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  s a hypothesis, su stantive

                        as an

           geological explanation to

assumptions of special creations and

                        rovidence   i 

    p 

Of the channeled  ca lands:  Only in the     

                                    

                            i 

 The  hanneled  ca land emphatically        

                    progression of processes that

were similar to those we o serve                   i 

   , p 
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The crust collapses, continents su merge

and hydrofountains erupt 

There were processes of heaving, sinking,

hydrofountains and hydro  sand  oils 

Water under continents would make the

land covered when the crust went down 
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Many researchers point

to  oiling seas linked to

mass extinction 

                                                 

 What could such a deposit represent        

                                     

            ut most of the  ones were in a poor

condition  They were either  roken or damaged

some other way, some  roken in half, some

apparently sheared lengthwise              

                                              

                           maller  ones, like

hand and toe  ones, skull elements, small ri s

and neural arches of verte rae, were rare in most

of the deposit   t the easternmost edge of the

deposit, however, these  ones were the most

common elements   ll the               

                                               

long                                   

         The  one  ed was, without question, an

                      Note    e p   

Tsunamis and fast moving water swept away whole herds of

animals trying to escape the rising water  this is one reason

thousands of animals are found in common flood  sediment

graves today 
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                                                    in typical

groundwater  t                                                

                    which are not even large enough to cement silt or

sand grains into stone 
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    earthquakes

generated  y              

                  along

normal or strike slip faults are

also         in the northeast

 acific    Note    d p   

 Examination of

earthquake activity and time 

series vent fluid temperature

from historical records on the

 uan de Fuca  idge have added

new weight to the proposed

                   

               

                          

Note    e
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What is the only known mechanism for
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Waimea  anyon on the island of  auai,  awaii,       , is

known as the                              The canyon s

acknowledged                                      of

part of the island is anecdotal evidence further confirming

the                  of this canyon an           

             

 Geologically the canyon is carved into the

tholeiitic and post  shield calc alkaline lavas of the

canyon  asalt  The lavas of the canyon provide

evidence for                                     

                             The west side of the

canyon is all thin, west  dipping lavas of the Napali

Mem er, while the east side is very thick, flat  

lying lavas of the Olokele and Makaweli

Mem ers                                  

                                              

                                          

Note    i
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From the air, this section of the Grand

 anyon, the  ittle  olorado  iver  anyon

looks like a                            

 ecause it is  Notice the two small hills in

the  ackground  these are volcanic,

formed  y earthquakes  The      of this

canyon are      , indicative of only a few

thousand years of erosion, not millions of

years as taught in geological text ooks 
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This continued as                                            

                                  n                     

                                                         

created a hypretherm, in which the column of white sand  ecame

hardened from the heat and pressure of the hypretherm that

existed in the column 

                                                          

                           of white sandstone and the semi  

hardened underlying red sandstone  The lower layers of sand were

hardened as hyprethermal waters from faults allowed the

cementation and growth of interstitial

quartz crystals 

 ow such tall, fragile columns          

                                There are   

                     forming any new

columns 
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      water                     

                                  

      

                                     

           rock
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                           ince its discovery on     in the

early   th century  Goad      , it has  een descri ed  y

numerous workers  e g ,   ich      ,                 

                                                       

                                               s a result of

the tremendous efforts and su marine drilling and sampling

during the last few decades, however, some light has  een shed

on the mechanism of mud extrusion as well as the source of the

components involved  Note    c

 Mud volcanoes can root                             

         Note    e

                                            

  ased on pu lished data and    new determinations of  e isotopes in gases

from mud volcanoes of the same regions,  avrushin              concluded that    

                                             and the a sence of mantle  

derived helium in natural gases                                             

                                       The exception is provided  y methane

exhalations of mud volcanoes of Georgia and  akhalin where the presence of a mantle

component is possi le  Note    h
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Nowhere on Earth is the crust               , especially not

eroded sediment   lternatively, if the thousand foot thick

 adlands sediment came from mudflows a out            ago,

during the  F event, the total erosion would  e a out  ,   

inches, or  ust over                                    

                       that exists at the  adlands

today 

The  adlands did    come from the  ocky Mountains 

There is                     from the western  ocky

Mountains to the  adlands, and there are                   

    to account for the supposed  volcanic ash  
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There is little erosion near these deposits 

Eruptions forming these have  een dormant since the flood 
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      , formed  y intrusion of molten rock

along fractures in older rocks  These dikes,

however, consist primarily of pumice

fragments including some               

                                         

                                     

Geologists call this type of dike a clastic

dike  Most clastic dikes form when mo ile

material, typically                          

                                        

        i      p   
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                        the  oulders had moved     

                                                that

carried the rocks down valley   tudies show that the         

         and the streams                         

                                      such as those found

around Fruita   Many of the  oulders are                  

                                                Note    v

Imagine a time when a flood laid  oulders              

                             yet this is exactly what is seen in the

a ove image 
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    urficial Erosion did

not form the ma ority of

sand, silt and clay

sediment 

   The Missing  e  le

and  and sizes were not

formed in the first

place 

  The ma ority of all

sediments prethermated

from a hyprethermal

solution 

 In addition to the weathering

process,                  

                  

                       

Note    l
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“ rystallization in these hydrous systems can  e promoted  y temperature lowering, pressure lowering, or 

pressure increase ” Note 8.5b 
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Modern geology has no idea how these

dou le terminated crystals, sometimes called

 floaters  among mineral collectors, formed  In

some locales, they are relatively common

among various surface sediments             

                                       

     , it must have formed while             

           mall clay sized or silt  sized crystals

take only minutes to grow under the right

conditions and are light enough to remain

suspended for long periods   uartz crystals are

two and a half times heavier than water, so

larger crystals sink quickly, which indicates that

large dou le terminated crystals            

                                           

                 

There are no known instances in modern

times or in recorded history that such

crystals are  eing formed naturally 
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There s no mountain this could have eroded from  This is

homogenous sand, not mixed with sediment from rivers or

wind  No fossils are found in the area 

       is the most common       in sandstones  Note

   o

       is a ma or porosity  destroying cement in many

             espite its simple chemistry and crystallography, it

is the                                           within the

petrographic community a out practically                    

         Note    p

 The pro lems of    and     sands  ecome cemented

and the source of the cementing material                      

There has  een renewed interest in these pro lems in recent

years                                                      On

the average there is only   part of silica to   ,    of water   

                            with average porosity of    per

cent                                                    

       Note    q

This process is              anywhere in the world      ,

which is why forthright geologists must acknowledge they   

         how or when  the world s sandstone deposits

formed 
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                 anyon  Fossil

          were left  y more than

   species of reptiles and

amphi ians,                

        National  ark  ervice we  site,

 forteachers  curriculummaterials htm   ccessed        ,

 ite no longer availa le 

                             
                        
                         
                            
 The Geology of Grand  anyon, Edwin Mckee,     ,

http:  www  grandcanyonontreks org geology  htm   ccessed

      ,  ite no longer availa le 
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Nevertheless, text ooks claim that the Grand  anyon “rocks contain a succession of fossils, which reveals the 

evolution of new organisms”      

It’s said that the Grand  anyon has many fossils in the  olorado  iver  These “so -called recent fossils are not 

actually fossilized (rock) remains, but consist of bones, hair, and other organic material usually found in 

caves…impressions…tracks…only imprints of the former terrestrial organisms- not the actual preserved 

organism itself ”      
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                             have yet  een demonstrated unequivocally

to have lived in a                      The existence of life on land as

far  ack as      million years thus remains not only a reasona le

            ut also an idea amena le to                from the fossil

record of soils    oils of the  ast,  n Introduction to  aleopedology, p    &     
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Image: The production to be continued in world's deepest quarry | MININGMETALnews.com Wikipedia, 

source: Spencer Musick. 

~1.5mi (7,920) deep; ~1x2mi across; Fossils Found Only in Top 70 Feet (Out of ~7,900) 

KUC only surface fossils; G.C. only surface fossils; Vernal Utah Dinosaur National Monument: Top 1 foot 

Amber fossils worldwide are in the same layer/vein. 

                                                                        ’                , in old organic soil 

layers called Precambrian paleosols. If these early soils were really the birthplace of life, the paleosols should be 

filled with microfossils  It’s not happening  

Almost always, fossils are exposed in shallow sediment by washouts & construction excavation  

Utah Kennecott Copper Mine (1.5mi or ~7500 feet deep) only shows bone and teeth fossils were only found in the 

top 70 feet. 

Dinosaur National Monument in Vernal Utah has only one layer of fossils and that [was] on the surface,  

covered by a thin layer of sediment averaging about a foot (30cm) thick.  

 

https://www.miningmetalnews.com/20190802/1149/production-be-continued-worlds-deepest-quarry
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 The pro a le                                                               has

 een emphasized  y  awson      ,     , McGetchin       , Woolsey et al       ,      ,

 lement      , Mc allum       , and others, and a host of workers either stress or allude to

                                                                                         

                e g ,  hoemaker and Moore   There is                                

                                                                              

                                                                                  

           Note    r p      

 The presence of fragments of                                  such as the           

               that occurs in the Mule Ear diatreme,  tah,                           

                       tuart  lexander et al ,      
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  ccording to some of the                         made at the

erosion stations, nature requires                                    

                          of some of our important types of farm land  

This appears to  e true, for example, of the very extensive soil, the

 hel y loam, occurring over the rolling parts of the  orn  elt , in

Northern Missouri and  outhern Iowa  No te     

 fter identifying his  quantitative measurements,  he goes on to

discuss the average depth of topsoilin the area of Northern Missouri

and  outhern Iowa:  Many people have the idea that the soil  as

distinguished from the su soil  is much deeper than it really is   

                                                   and

representing, very largely, important upland types it was found that the

soil depth as recorded                        Many of our most

important types offarm land range from only a out   to   inches in

depth of topsoil  No te     

  little math and  ennett s          than     years  to produce one

inch of topsoil derives some interesting figures   We ll use his

minimum rate of     years  per inch and then compare that with a rate

of     years per inch to arrive at the approximate time necessary to

produce   inches oftop soil:     years inch x   inches             

    years inch x   inches               period of  ,    years falls

roughly  etween these two possi ilities , which is supported  y

 ennett s  orn  elt topsoil analysis of the central      In areas that

are dryer, one inch of topsoil takes much longer to form   onsequently,

topsoil depth is much less in more arid climates  In either case, the time

frame of several thousand years for the single layer of topsoil is a

tremendously simple, yet            Mark of the  niversal Flood 
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  t present, the cause of the

o served high rate of

planation          

                        

                   

                        

                           ,

yet the planation surfaces are

there   i      p   

 This suggests         

     in many different

places                  
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The way in which Nature             is that                                                                            , not

             very large su duction event was followed  y an energetic uplift period during the  niversal Flood , which can easily answe r

researchers  questions:

  nd                                                                                            i      p   

                                                                                                                                     

                                                                                                                           

The period of  high tectonic activity  ust  efore the planation  that researchers o served was the  reakup of the crust during the early stages

of the event:  Furthermore, in many regions the planation surfaces cut structures that indicate                                                   

 i      p    The  high tectonic activity  included frictional heating that occurred as the crust was  ostled a out right  efo re massive floodwater 

created sediments were spread out over the Earth s surface 

The mountain and surrounding

areas went down and  ack up

during the flood 

           suggest watery

one time deposit of

massive amounts of

sediment 
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The sediment around this mountain

didn t erode over a long period, no deep

valleys exist for the particles to leave 

Note the large open pipe shapes 

They claim these are normal

volcano remnants  The differences

include: no melt, no flow, no erosion

exposure, no time, the colored micro e

clay still there 
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Weathering & erosion cannot account for a white layer

 lanketed  y a  rown layer   aolinite is a common mineral,

only made in the flood hypretherm 
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 iquefaction caused a tremendous amount of sand and clay to

come to the surface, similar to hydrofountain eruptions 

The process of             , where                    

                                               , was

responsi le for  ringing to the surface much of the Earth s

sediment 

  urvivors of the                       reported not

only intense ground shaking and land movement, as would  e

expected during an earthquake,  ut also an           

          :                                            ,

         ,                         Note    g

The other example, as reported  y                   

occurred on  anuary   ,      in  hu , India  This large

                                                           

that spouted sand over an area                        

                   in India  Note    h
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 ome firmly attached things

go up and the landscape

goes down 
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The flood hardens sediment, and later the surrounding landscape

lowers  With traditional weathering the soft clay at their  ases

would have washed away long ago  There is a lack of large  

scale erosion  etween these mountains 
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 ediment thousands of feet deep

showing no erosional patterns is

explained when we know that it was

all deposited in the flood event 

We see no red sand eroding from

these 
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The entire valley was covered  y fast

moving water to deposit the

co  lestones 

Even Mt   t   elens eruption didn t sort

stones like that  We see many deposits

which arrived suddenly 
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This is regular surface cooled lava rock 

When the lava is exposed to the air at atmospheric  regular 

pressure, we see vesicles holes where gasses escape the cooling

lava 

                       formed when this is underwater and

pressurized, wherein we would see fine  grained and         

 asalts 
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Melting this  asalt turns it into

glass, so it wasn t made in a

melt  It has crystalline quartz

and no vesicles and is fine

grained, further proof of  eing

made in pressurized water 
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                      Melt o sidian and you ll see this wasn t made in a melt, it

wasn t formed in air  It was formed in alkaline water  O sidian

flows are made at the  ottom of an ocean hypretherm  It has no

vesicles as it was formed under pressure 

 Initial activity was          ,  ut later the volcano

gradually  uilt up to sea level   Note    d

 elow  ,    meters of water vesicles will not form 
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           he showed that marine limestones in  icily contain

numerous layers of dark volcanic ashes            , and proposed that

                                                                  

                                                                 

                                                                       

                                        ,                       who

referred to them as  unerupted lava  ,                                     

                      i      p   

  y the early nineteenth century, the Neptunist theory had  ecome severly weakened and was encountering increasing

opposition, especially when it was shown that the silicate minerals that compose crystalline rocks such as  asalt and granite are

         in aqueous solutions                       Few adherents remained  ut  ohn Murray        attempted to rescue the

theory from this trap  y pointing out that                                                                                  

                                        e also proposed that the primordial                                                  

                                                                                   i      p   
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                                 ,

 ecause they are diffusive  In  oth

cases the resulting contraction is

strong enough that contraction

stresses exceed the material strength 

 s a consequence,                  

                                

       , in spite of extreme

differences in microstructure and

elastic properties  Note    m

Water and high pressure are  ecoming the accepted method for column formation 
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  evils Tower is near the middle of the          

      Note    k

             were o served in the area of the

National Monument  Note    k

sits alongside the  ell Fourche  iver

There are three geological features necessary to

esta lish a hydrocrater mountain origin  They are a

diatreme, a fault  for heat , and the presence of a

water source 

The tower  intrusion  itself is evidence of a

diatreme, so the first feature is a given 
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The micro es        

the iron and other elements 
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 quifers running through freshly laid down flood sediment

formed these caves  Flood hypretherms hardened the layers

preserving the voids as rocks  The formations grew  y micro es,

not redeposit of dissolved car onate 
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